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The value of the sign digit is 0 for all positive number, -219 for
negative integers and 41 for negative fractions;
Examples

For a 6 binary digit register(in which the sign digit for negative
integers is -25) we would have#-

+integer oiiioi-= 6+29..Q9
-integer 111011 = .»25+ 27=.~-52+27a-.5
+ Fraction 0. 1 0 1 0 1 = 0 + 0.65625 H 0.65625
- Fraction 1. l 1 O O O = -1 + 0.75 =-0.25

Qverflow

In the course of a calculation it is possible for a number to bi
generated which cannot be represented by the 20 binary digits available
in SOLIDAG`s registers; Such a condition is called overflowt

Three registers in SOLIDAC have a 21st digit position and because of
this there are two types of overflow.
1) Strong Overflow. This implies that information has been lost; i.e.
either a number in a 20 bit register has become too large or a number in
a 21 bit register has become too large to be represented even by 21 bitss
The computer regards this type of overflow as a catastrophy and will not
continue beyond the point at which overflow of this nature is encountered.
2) Weak Overflow. This can only occur in a 21 bit register. In this
case the contents of the register has exceeded 20 bit capacity but because

of the extra digit no information has been lost,
Considering the contents of a 21 digit register as representing a

number to 19 binary places, weak overflow occurs when numbers are
encountered in the range,

-2.t<><g;-1-s>19@r1§\X@,2 ws”
Just as the 20th bit in a register is known as the sign bit, the 21st
bit in those registers where it exists, is known as the overflow bit.

A11 in range numbers in 21 bit registers are such that the

sign bit = the overflow bit.
2. Description of SOLTDAQ

2.1 Store
Solidac has a storage capacity of 1024 "words" each word consisting

of a 20 bit pattern. This store is composed of a three dimensional/
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array of magnetic cores. Each core is used to represent a 0 or a 1 and

the cores are arranged in groups of 20, Each group represents a word and

is uniquely determined by an integer in the range.
0 5; N  1023

This integer is known as the address of a word. This store is used to
hold instructions for the computer and data for the instructions to
operate upon.

A second store consists of 96 words of fixed instructions, These

form a program which is used to read information from punched paper tape
and to convert this information to binary,

2-2 if*i_‘é_Tl@_45§f'l3£fi.U.12!!i_?

This is composed of 10 interconnected registers.
l) The iccumulator. This is a h0 'tit register which may be considered
as a 39 bit register with an overflow bit, or as two separate registers.
The most significant half of the accumulator consists of the topmost 20

Lbits and the overflow hit and is called the M-Register. The bottom 19

bits: form the L-Register.
2) The D-Register. This is a 20 bit register with an overflow bit.
2) The B-Registers or Modifier Registers, There are seven B-Registers
and each is uniquely associated with integer in the range

1 so B Q 7.

h) The Store Register _ This is a 20 digit register with an overflow Fbit

which is used to buffer information between the store and the rest of the
computer. All information passing between the store and any other part of

the machine must pass thro' the store register.
2.3 §‘.5iTRUCu?]l@§_FOTil£&1; AND eQ_1?§Hf@;Q1U‘T0D@

An instruction consists of a pattern of 20 'bitm which is subdivided
as follows:

F B N

(6'Ei+r) (3 tits) (ll b 's)`_"

Fisanimwgrintmenmy 0gFg63V
B is an " " " “ Oé§B sf 7

N is an " " " " 0~‘37`T  20347

Outside the computer, when punching instructions on paper tape ther

instructions are written in decimal as

F, B.) N.
/
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If B # C the ihsbruction may be writ%Qn as
F; fl or
Fa Og H or

F6 he
Tho most significant 6 “iv dofiie an integezf F which correspofmis te
Some function the computer is to porfo?m egg. "aédgi "divida" "£éEéh
from s%@?e" et¢§

The next 3 digits ciofim an :lntegor B whim, if it is non Qéxw

Spééifies one of #he ? Bwrcgieoersg A value of B=O ihpliea hh&% no
3 regisber is soe~{fiod¢ Tho action of *ho éomiuter when i Buregistar
$3 specified is dosoribed undo? 3525

The b6t%éM 11 digibS of ah in3%?uo%ion may be considefed ii %§6

WQYQQ

1) as Q bosiiive integer in whioh event
G Q n_g2o!47

é) as a signed i.nuof¢e1~ with the :Dish digit is the sign digit., in this
QQBQ

oloeu  11 Q 1023,

AQ in  aigital eompuhera, finétruiations are iizberpretfxi and
obeyéé by a #rain of voléage pulées which are used to open ahd Clase
eleeoronio "gates" ané Whiéh shift one cement; of tim zfoglshers aiong
the many pahbs available inssido ‘she nmyuier. Thi; ’Qra5,n of pulses foms
a Qyvle which is performed everytime an instruction is obeyed, Thia
oyole is in two pe?ts@ N  

1) The Insnrucieiofa word cycle os# i{JJ,Acyéle;, This porfoms the task
of modifieatioan <1ew~%_be& uncier 352, and paepaseoe the instruction for
Qecéding in tBe following qycle*
2) Thé @po1"a%ion word oyolo orvogfl, ogfolo, T is Cowon the inswuefion
go Be in%orpreted and obey@d»

Eaéh time éh ihsboootion is okfgoo an 11 %\*f countov in the @on€$@l
Bhii of the compute? is inc:;1::*~& L7 13 and providéo the a&dros$ from

W%iéh the next instruction is to c:x@, Twvm thio it will be seen Eh&t

i§$%§u@tioh9 aré obéyed one ao a timo rad that the inst¥%&%i@n iH the store
lwoiion with adaregé n will be followed by the insb»ruei&ian in tha s%»<:1T'é

1G®§%iGh with éddroéo n 4 1, Jump instructions are an %§§@ption to this
aoquenfi"",_,,;51  as  be seen laiev.
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Q, Order Qgde and Description of Orders,

3;1 Notation f

An instruction will be considered as follows

Bigit position 2 205l9 ~~»~~ 15 1h;l3;l2 ll5l0 -s--- 231
Contents 2 0;F(g63 Og, BQ 7 O§N § 2Oh7

The folloning table describes the symbols used in the description
of the instructions;

§.§“I@ P§§C._._.RlP  2.
B This refers to digit positions 12; 13 and lb of an

instruction, whose contents specify an integer in the range;
O$B$7° if B 0 then this integer is the address of a modifier
register (Eregicter), Modifier registers can hold 11 binary
digits,

N This refersto the contents of the bottom ll digits of an
instruction, In some instructions this integer is considered
to be positive, in the range 0gN§20h7, and in others the
llth digit is used as a sign digit, in which case the range
of the integer N becomes ~l02hgN@l023,

S This is the address of a register in the core store and is
an integer in the range 0§S$2Oh7; At present there are only
lO2h store selections and they have addressed in the range
0SS{l023, The integer S is held in the bottom ll digits of
the instruction; n

G This refers to the control counter, which is an ll digit
register whose contents are the address from which the next
instruction is taken, After normal instructions 1 is added
to this register automatically and the result provides the
next instruction address, Jump instructions from an
exception to this, "

F ls an integer contained in the top 6 digits of an
instruction, This integer specifie€the action which the
instruction is to perform, “ of

A This refers to the double length accumulator register which
has 39 digit positions and an overflow digit,

M This refers to the most significant half of the accumulator
which is a 20 digit rqgieegr with an overflow digit.

L This refers to the least significant half of the accumulator
which is a 19 digit register,

D This refers tc a 20 digit register which has an cverllow
digit,
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SL This refers to tne signal iignts register wh1ch’is conneccee tc a

row of 20 lights on the console of the computer,

HS This refers to a 20 digit register whose contents are set by 20

switches on the console of the computer,
A'l is set into this register if the switch in the corresponding
digit position is down, otherwise O is set,

l This refers to the input buffer register, This is a S digit
register between the paper tape reader and the core store.

O This refers to the output buffer register. This is a 5 digit
register between the core store and tte paper tape punch,

Qther Conventions,
The contents of a register will be denoted by the letter G followed
by a symbol in brackets.
Example 2-

The contents of the store location with address S = C(S),

The contents of a register before and after an instruction is obeyed

will be distinguished by putting a superscript after the last bracket
in the latter case,
Example :~

The final contents of modifier register B = C(B)Y¢

Subscripts will be used to deno e the digital positions of a

register affected by nn instruction, If all the positions are effected
the subscripts will be zniziedn
Example :-

The final contents of digit positions l to ll of the
D-register = G(D)¥}_%i`"

3,2 Modification by B~Registers,
._ .... -A--~-¢-:_ __ _--.Y .¢¢

This only applies to those instructions which have a value of
F in the range l6§F§635

If such an ins,ruction specifies a value of B in the range l B 7

(i.e. B = 3), then before the instrnction is obeyed it will tsve the
contents of the B register which is specified added to it‘s bottom
ll digits, The resulting instruction is then obeyed, In the process
of addition of the modifier to the instruction any carry which might
occur beyond the llth digit of the instruction is inhibited
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}&§_pE;amplee;ofpI1strucjions

1>` 1765.301 _

This his F = 175 b = 5 and s ~:3oi °

If BS (i,e) modifier register with address 5) contained the integer 81

when this instruction was selected from the store, then the instruction
which would be obeyed would be °

17»5»(301 + 51) i»€@l7»5.382

2) 8;b;63
In this case F = 83‘B = M, S = 63,

As F is less than 16 ns modification would take pléce and the
instruction would be obeyed as it stands.
3 h Order Code,

. .- tops here are three instructions which can be used to stop the

computer when it is obeying a program, All use the value O _.ur E'

but they differ in the values used in the B and N parts of the
instruction. _

1) Absolute stop. This has B and N both zero, i,e, it is the
instruction, `

O . O, 0

It is not possible to continue beyond an absolute stop

2) Normal stop, This has B = G but 5 *=O~ It is possible to continue

beyond a normal stop by pushing é button on the console of the computer.

(The “GO” button) ° ,p

3) Optional Stop, This has B # o and N ¥ o. This will only cause a

stop if a switch on the console of the computer is in the position marked

"optional stop". The program may be continued by restarting the computer

manually as in 2).
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2=.L».f2_a__§l’¢s§§’a<a1;.,2Pa?ta§iQ12§,

It will be remembered that instructions with values of F in the
range O F 15 are not modifiable, Instructions with F in the range
l F 15 perform operations upon the contents of the B register specified
in the instruction;
INSTRUC TION OPERATION C OWUFIN T

1. Ba S, o(s)5__]l== C(B) only the bottom JJ. digit
of S are altered,

2. B. Sa C(B)’ C(3)1“11

3|Bo So  CO3) 'P 
5. B. N. CfB)' N Puts the integer N

into B~Register,
6, B. N. G(B)' C(B) + N Adds N to B Register
7. B, N. C(B)* G(B) - N Subtracts N fran

B-register
8. B. N. O(B)' C(B) C(S)1_]_,_ Replaces B by the

logical product of B

and s,
9, B, S, C(B)‘ C(3}]_11 exchanges contents of

c(s)i__]_1 = c(B) Bottqsm ll dig,-its of s

§_£;...¥_n1P;1;°.,_I_11§’2;_'\4Q’e<213

INSTRUCTION OPERATION COMMENT

10. B. S, C(B)i_s H c(s);_, s I reads a character from
7 * ’ the paper tape reader

to B and S and clears
the remain er of B and
Sa

§_-Jl¢h,a__3?2 Be»‘aS,2‘a=;.,‘i°e§;;f>i;Q11e“;,iH4;f@se

The control counter G is used to provide the address of the n'¢t
instruction to be obsyedw Normally this counter is increased by one at
the end of each instruction so that the instructions are obeyed

sequentially. In jump instructions it is possible for this process to
be omitted and instead the contents of the control counter may be

replaced by the integer specified in the N-part of the jump instruction,

/
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This integer therefore specified the address of the next instruction.
Jumps are normally conditional i.e. if a specified condition holds

then the jump is performed, otherwise the next instruction is selected
in sequence as usual.
INSTRUC TIGN CPEP./‘LTlOl‘§ CO? 
12. B. N. c(c>= = N if C(B) O Jump if contents of llth

digit of B is O,

13, B. N, G(G}' = F if C(B) O Jump of contents of B

rigister are non zero,

lb* B' N' C$C§;3§ § 55 CéB)' suhtrnct 1 from the
contents of the B register.
If the result is non zero
then jump;

15. B, N, CfC:’ ==h if C(Bf1 subtract 2 from the
= C{B}~ 2 C contents of the B register.

If the result is non zero
then jump,

_E2.&1f12_1§

A frequent use of B register jump instructions is in the execution
of loops in a program. Suppose it is required to obey a block of
instructions a given number of times. This can be done conveniently
using a B register to count the number of times the instructions in the
block are performed, The program might then look as follows
location contents _connent

loo 5.3.13& Set c (33) = 138

101 6'~ - 4

IT 'IX

-fl 11

_H U Block ot instructions to

w n be obeyed,

nf; ' n

190 ~ - ~ -
191 7, 3,`f, Subtract l from CfB3}

192 lj, 3,lCl Jump to lOl if C(P3f O,

'This program could be reduced by one instruction by replacing the instructions
,in locations 191 and l?2 by the following instruction in location 191

'l§» 3. lOl
The'sdbtrects~one from B3 each time it is obeye&, and returns to lOl until
=such time as B3 becomes zero. /
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3;l.;. S Special Modiiy Instructions

We have seen that instructions with F in tide renge O F 15 are not
modifiable by B--registers because they use the Bwregisters for other
operations,'he special modify instructions permit the modification of all
instructions and extend the range of modifiers from the ll digits of a B-
register to 20 digits.

INSTRUC TI ON C O'[?T£.NT

16. N

\
Add the integer N to the next instruction.
Inhibit any carry occurrring beyond, llth
digit during the addition,

17] S Ada c(s) be fieit instruction
Example§: Set C(B)4) == G(B7)

The following program will do this
LOCATION conmws ~ conmur

A53 N = C(B7f to next ordern 16 n 7 o O

n+1 5. 14 . o Set G(Bh) == if = MB?)
Two types of modification can be included in one instruction as follows

1? 0 5 1 13 ‘ -"' ,tx

This would cause C53 + C(B5)) to be added to the next order¢
3.2.6. Output Instruction

INSTRWTION CPERATION GGSHJEH'

.- ~~ == “ C' ‘zo, s c(o)' c(s)l__5 S is unaltered. (s,l__5

are punched on paper

Bw- Moe-fiahle 1ew¢1_=i@   GPERATIGN C»O?E‘MIENT'

21, N7 " c<c}f = N if cut) o Jump to N if cum) are
negative,

ze. . N c.(c)¢ =  if c'-(A) o Jump to N if cgi)  
positive or zero.

Q3., N c<1e)=¢ = N if Ciéif) o Jump ee N if cm) are zero. N GQGY == N if olitérshaftl See normaliaie order   
25, N stef* = nm if  amp if  overflow in A  D  in Ai ost* D regi.sters
261, N G?€€§)f ==1\T mmacemditioneo  
27, N G-€f€§}¥ = N  change- W W with switch   & fixei, sto:
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This last instruction requires some further explanation.
The 96 words of fixed instructions mentioned in 2.1 are called the

fixed order (F,O) store. The first 96 locations of store are in fact
repeated, one set being the F.O. store the other set being the bottom
part of the normal order (N.O,) store. This duplication only affects the
programmer when fetching infonnation from lfzations with addresses in the
range O to 95, These addresses can be assigned to either the F.O. store
or the first 96 locations of the N.O_ Store. An assignment existing at
any time is reversed by executing a 2? order,

3.h.8 Peripheral Switches
Solidac has been provided with a facility for handling several

input/output devices. Each device is assigned to a "channel" which
may be disconnected or connected to the computer by means of the
following two instructions; Input/output channels are referenced by
means of integers in the bottom part of the instructions, Channels
connected to input devices are referred to by the odd integers 1, 3,
S, 7 etc. and output channels are given the even integers O, 2, h etc.
At present there is a 5 hole paper tape reader on channel l and a
S hole paper tape punch on channel O, the other channels being empty.
The following instructions will provide a method of selecting a
peripheral device should more than one of the same type exist in the
future.
INSTRUC TION OPERATION COME-IEN TS

28, N Connect L/O unit N Connecting oneinf ~

disconnects all others
29, N Disconnect Outputi

unit N.

It will be noted that only one input Unit may be connected at
any one time while any number of output units may be connected at the
same time. Instructions using F = lO or F = 20 affect only those units
which are connected. 'When the computer is initially started input
unit l and output unit O are autcmatically connected for use by the
F,O. store instructions.
3,h,9, L-Register Instructicns

/
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3.h.9_ L ~ Register Instructions
The L-register is the bottom 19 stages of the accumulator. It is often useful to

hold real numbers to 19 binary places in the accumulator, so that the L-register
contains the fractional part and the other Stages of the accumulator (i,e. the

M-register) contain the integer part. For purely fractional numbers the M-register

will be all 1's (negative fraction) or all zeros (positive fraction), When

adding or subtracting real numbers to 19 binary places to the accumulator it will

be necessary to add or subtract -1 to or from the M-register of the number is
negative. The following instructions are useful in this respect.

Instruction Operation

31. s c(s)'l_l9 = c(L>

32Q s c(L)f 9-c<s)l_1;

c<M)' =c(s)2O

ai s c@w=C®>4mw1-19

c(M)' =c(M) + c(s)20

su. S c<L>' = c<L> - c<s>1_1,

mm1=cm)_cmgO

3.U.lO Normalise.

Comment

Store C(L) in S put sign of C(S) = O

Fetch bottom 19 digits of C(S) to
L, put sign of C(S) in M

Add 'bottom 19 digits of c(s) _go L,
add Si1~n_<>f c<s) to 21

Subtract bottom 19 digits of C(S)
from L, subtract sign of C(S)
from M

It is often useful to use numbers in floating point form. Such a number is in

the form b
a X 2

where a is called the mantissa and is a fractional number and b is an integer

called the exponent. Such a number is said
-1 QQ a < -5 for

or é g_a<;l for

It will often happen that after a series of

be in non standard floating point form with

to be normalised if a is in the range

negative a
positive a

arithmetic operations the result will
the mantissa in the accumulator.

/...
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It is the; possible -be obtain the result in normalised fem by iqzrensierring the

expopent joo the D-register and executing a normeJ.;\,se i!'1S'fbI"L1Cfbi01'\¢ This senses,f

the éemienta 61" the aecurmiieter be be shifted until it is in sbarmdewd floating
point form rounded off to 19 binary pleees in M3 The appropurieise modifieatiorxs

are made to the exponent in the Dévregisteiéé It may be ehet the pregrgrnrner has some

idea of the number of accurate pleases  the result of sa series af ariiahmetie

operationzg He will then be in A positlen eb specify en 5.r1tege;3 N such that if it
takes more than N left shifts tb obtain the result reuznded eff to 19 iiinaxy

places in M and in normalised form, then the result will not 'be significant; lt
is therefbre possible tc speciigr in integer N in Q riormeliee zinsebmétien  if
aft-ez* H left shifts the fesult is neu normalised Q. eoaidiiien <-yelled wershift is

set by the eemputerg This and other nemelise facilities éem be obimtirieé  
éppropriately specifying N as fellews

1) 0<,1\fgZ;0 This rmge of N will be used when tive vriehee
to be infomed of overeiiift, N is the e~mLile~§E ble ramieer
Ur  "

ii) HQQ This will be usefi when the progrermezi does net;  we
eenéi »ie»n of cnrershift to be set ,irreepeeetive ef the eeniséuti  the
a£¥<!Umt2lai?01’§

iii) BY) £39 Wershifi will  be  in the evéntf that time 
ia ZETQQ

if e»v»ershé;£*e is se»€by az errder it eaifr  be  by tke     F\=2l» Qsec 3.JLu|,'f3; An a1:»té¥1ep'¥:~*»$§§‘ ebey  oibew inswwtion the af mwahift  ealiwe a failure, M

Nermlise- i1wmrmt~iens  give e corrfeetf reeetlt erhen time ef      befevzfe  imtrue§ien is ebeyeéf inrlaseger N ie espeeified Tay' the ‘eofhtem  df5igi»JéS: ;i»¥& the ms“e1fuet;i~en,   tvf’";€` 
35» N       of    

imsmructions, The off %he~     »

If nmvii
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representing a number, when shifting to the right these instructions

cause the sign digit to be repeated and are equivalent to a division by 2 for

each shift right; Similarly arithmetic shifts to the left are equivalent to

multiplications by 2 and so there is a possibility of overflow occurring; _

Instructions using F e 38 and F 5=39 are called logical shift instructions,

In this case the contents of the accumulator are considered to be representing

a pattern of 39 binary digits§ Shifting to the right introcuces the

appropriate nunber of zeros at the top end while shifting left can not set

e erflow, the digits simply bein; pushed off the top end of the register;

After a logical shift instruction the computer arranges the overflow digit

of the accumulator to be equal to the 39th digit thus ensuring that overflow

can not be set by the instructions following logical shiftingg

Shift instructions specify an integer N in the bottom ll digit positions which

is the nn ber of shifts to be given,

Instruction Operation Comment,

36. N G(A)* = G(A) 1 ZN Arithmetic left shift may cause
N orerflow,

37, N c(A)f == cut) -; 2 Arithmetic right shift new sense
ovefilew »

BQ N Pattern in A shiftee N plaéés left » logical left shift, »

32 3 Pattern in fa  If? places  1- legiieel  elrift,

EUQE: Negative values of N are qiite legitimate and result in shifts in the

opposite direction to tbat specified by the function number, Values Gi N

greater than MG or less that ~ BQ are taken to be exactly to or » to

respectively,

/Oat#
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2_,la¢;\.§__,lfI__e~; §isg;s,§ex;_0Qpe£afQi0Q_ps,

Thefollowing ten instructions are those normally required for performing

finceei point single 1€Qg£h ariDhmeti0 opefationS§ 9Q@_1:s$é=2“  
B02 S 0(s)f = 0(M) 0(A)i== 0 00006 G(I°I) in S end clear we

aocmnulator (i,,e., M and L),

ul, s 0(s)‘ == 0(M) S0@1~s0(Mj in s

02. S 0(M)@ = 0(3) Fetch 0(0) to M - Register*

P-»3» S C()/D* == G(M) 40(3) A00 0(3) to G(M)§, 3000.115 in M

hh, S 0(M)2 = 0(M)-0(0) Svmfeaet 0(0) from 0(M) resuiib in M

05, s 0(s)% » 0(0) + 0(0) 0.00 0(0) to 0(s)¢ result in 0

06. s 0(s)`\ -= 0(0) » 000) 0L~_bJ¢.raC0 0(0) frm 0(0) result in s

B7, S 0(N)5 ~== C(M) nf 0(5) Logical operation “not equivalent"

bg# 3 C(M)' H GU/I) ®G(S) Logical operation “end‘i'

19. 3 0`M)v ~= 0(s , Exchange 0(1»I) and 0(0)
O S)* =' C(M

The operations "not equivalent” and "and"‘ are described by the following;

if a '= 1100
and b == 1010
then afb == (3110
and anb ~=_3.DOO

§_  #5 Resie ter 0wQ§?=¥'#i$>l°S¢.

The D Q. register is used in multiplication, division and nomviiee i_ns1°>rm1c'“-*ctr

and consequently it is often necessary to perform manipulaticis on its contefts

The following; instiructions exist for this purpceen

instruction  £3 ofgjd 1

§l.‘§D G(S)\ = D Store G(D) in S

52, S C(D)* =-S Fetch C(S) to D

;3, S C(D)*"-=G(D_)~¥‘C{S} 0.00 0(0) to 0(0) 105-11-0 in D

Shi S G(C)' == CCD) - C(S) S';bif»;°~f:~0 G(S) from C(D) result in D

S§; N @~{D)¥1_33_ == BZ ?1;";-3 TT in bo’o‘bo:1.of 11 digits of D,

C{D)¥12_2O == O clears rest of D,
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5.4314 yMultiplication

In multiplication, two single length numbers (iée. 19 digits + sign difit) are

multiplied together to give a double length product (i.e. 58 digits + sign

digit); The multiplier is held in the D-register, the multiplicand in a

store location end the product is put into the double length accumulator.

The number of binary places in the product is the sum of the binary places in

the two original numbers; The D-register and store register contents are

unaltered after multiplication! If both original numbers aft negative and of

maximum size (e$ga -1 to 19 b.p.) weak overflow will occur in the product.

The multiplication instruction is

56. S multiply the contents of S by the contents of D and put the

result in A. S and D are unaltered. Weak overflow is set

if contents of S and D are maximum size and negative.

§.4.1@ Division

It is often difficult for the beginner to understand the process of fixed point

division as performed by a computer and so an example of decimal division in a

4 stage decimal register computer is given. It is important to remember that

during fixed point arithmetic operations the computer has no knowledge of the

position of the binary point. The computer simply produces the digits of the

result and the programmer must arrange his calcule,", ions so that he knows at

each stage where the binary point is.

Consider a dividend given to double length significance in a 1 digit re_"" "ter

decimal computer,

dividend = 04700000

and the divisor given as a single length number

divisor = 0120
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The division process produces the digits of the results as

quotient = 5916

and

remainder = 0080.

This works perfectly well until we encounter the following situation

dividend = 4700000

divisor = 0120

In this case the first "digit" of the result is greater than 9. In other

words the quotient is out of range.

In general, it is necessary to scale the operands of a division by shifting

them relative to each other so that the result is certain to be in range.

Returning to the binary number system of solidac ne are given the dividend

in the accumulator and the divisor in a store location. If we disregard the

signs of the two operands and consider their absolute magnitudes only, in

order that the result of a division will be in range; the first digit of

the quotient must be zero. In other words the absolute magnitude of the

most significant half of the dividerd must be less than the absolute

magnitude of the divisor. To arrange this it may be necessary to shift

the store register to the left and/or the accumulator to the right. If after

scaling, the dividend is given to p binary places fnd the divisor to q binary

places the quotient will have p-q binary places and the remainder in the N-

register will have p binary places.

The division instruction is

58. S Divide the contents of the double length accumulator by the

contents ef S and put the result in D and the remainder in M

Overflow will be set if the quotient is out of range.
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§J§§1§ _M and D Interchange

An instruction which is often of use in conjunction with multiply and divide

instructions is as follows

Instruction _ggersticg Comment

59. o nv s M, Mi D Interchange M and D.

‘16 H nd eS'2L32£hls11@. .§21sss%:hi@§..leS1=rMs£§;Q11s

These instructions provide s means of communication between the operator and

the computer while the computer is running.

Instructio§ Qperation gopgeut

60. s c(sL)i = c(s) Put c(s) on signal iights;

61; s c(s)i s c(Ms) Put c(Ms) into s;

§;411 Unessigged Function Nggpggg

Function numbers, ll, 18, 50, 50, 57, 62 and 65 have the same effect as an

absolute stop instruction.


